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The roll-out of 888bet in Kenya, Tanzania, Mozambique and Zambia marks the first

 launches in Africa since 888Africa was founded six months ago.
Players in each of the countries will have access to online sports betting, whil

e consumers in Zambia will also be able to play online casino games through 888c

asino.
 &quot;This is an important milestone that provides us with fantastic opportunit

ies for further expansion in the future.
&quot;We have enormous ambitions and believe the strength, history and trust of 

the 888 brand gives us a real competitive advantage as we look to build market-l

eading positions across Africa.
 We look forward to introducing 888bet and its unique offer to new players acros

s the region in the months ahead.
&quot;
888 chief executive Itai Pazner added: &quot;It is great to see Christopher and 

his team successfully launch 888bet in Kenya, Tanzania, Mozambique and Zambia an

d begin 888Africa&#39;s growth story on the continent.
&quot;
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6 different betting markets and matches every 4 minutes.
The most glaring difference between virtual football online betting and real foo

tball wagering is that one is taking place in a digital environment and the othe

r one in real life.
 No background knowledge of the teams, current form, information about the manag

ers or the team formations is needed; you simply pick your bet type, lay your st

ake and wait a few minutes for the outcome.
 They also allow for the use of a virtual football betting strategy.
You should first and foremost bear in mind that virtual football does not in any

 way reflect current trends in real-life football.
 Every result is decided using an unbiased RNG (random number generator), and al

l punters see the same result.
This type of betting resembles casino video games in that, it rests on the sound

 combination of visuals and RNG software.
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